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AT G.J. GARDNER HOMES, 

WE PROMISE TO MAKE 

YOUR NEW HOME BUILDING 

EXPERIENCE A PLEASURE

We take away the worry because we  

can take care of everything, including 

permits, resource consents, planning  

issues, engineering, drainage and 

geotechnical reports.

We can even help you find a section  

and sort out finance and payment terms  

to make it as simple as possible.

We project manage everything every  

step of the way and give you written 

assurances regarding costs, workmanship, 

material guarantees, completion dates  

and other key issues. 

Our thoroughness is one reason why  

year after year, more people build with  

G.J. Gardner Homes than any other builder. 

WHEN YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A COMMITMENT,  

NOT JUST A BUILDER

We build homes for young families, singles and retired  

people, from modest townhouses through to expansive  

country estates. 

Our designers have consistently been at the forefront of 

developing living concepts that cater for modern lifestyles  

and New Zealand’s unique environment. 

All our builders are professional trades people, and our 

preferred subcontractors have been carefully selected for their 

expertise, reliability and commitment to quality workmanship. 

G.J. Gardner Homes is a network of individual owner-operated 

businesses, so you get the advantages of dealing with local 

people in your community, backed by the resources and buying 

power of a large, national group.

GET DEEPLY INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS 

OR LEAVE IT ALL UP TO US

With G.J. Gardner, you can be totally involved with 

all major decisions and material selections, or you 

can leave everything up to us and just pick up the 

keys when your home is finished. Either way, you  

can be sure of our 100% commitment throughout.

EASYBuilding a home has  
never been this easy
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“We loved their showhome, 

it was the best by far. But 

above all, it was the people 

who impressed us the 

most, and that was the key 

difference,” says Mike.

“We were impressed with 

their integrity, they gave 

us plenty of their time, and 

they were trustworthy all 

the way. They were upfront 

about costs and that’s very 

reassuring instead of getting 

a big surprise at the end.

“We were also surprised at 

their flexibility. We assumed 

we would have to build 

one of their plans, but that 

wasn’t the case at all.

“They kept on saying 

‘whatever you want, we’ll 

make it happen.’

“So they worked with our 

architect and we got exactly 

the home we wanted. And 

the price per square metre 

was very good compared 

with other builders who 

looked at our plans.”

Mike and Rebecca’s brief 

for their home was a design 

that made the most of 

their three-acre bush site 

in Auckland’s Waitakere 

Ranges, with space to  

cope with a growing and  

extended family. 

“With two young children  

and a baby on the way, living  

spaces had to be carefully 

worked out,” says Rebecca.

“It’s the first home we’ve 

ever built, so we were 

apprehensive at first and  

did a lot of research.  

We felt comfortable with  

G.J. Gardner all along  

the way.

“Confidence was important 

too, knowing the builders 

had a big company behind 

them.”

Would Mike and Rebecca 

recommend G.J. Gardner to 

their best friends?

“Definitely,” says Mike. 

We’ve already recommended  

‘GJs’ to two close friends and  

one is already going ahead.”

“They worked with our    
architect and we got exactly the home we wanted.”

MIKE AND REBECCA ARE  

VERY CLEAR ABOUT WHY  

THEY CHOSE G.J. GARDNER  

HOMES TO BUILD THEIR 

ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGNED 

LIFESTYLE RETREAT
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SERVICEThe G.J. Gardner Service Promise

We understand our customers determine our success  

and our vision is to have every customer recommend  

us to their closest friend.

The local franchise building teams are highly experienced 

craftsmen who are passionate about quality and use only 

proven building practices and materials selected from  

New Zealand’s leading manufacturers and suppliers.

Your G.J. Gardner franchise takes the worry out of 

building by providing a fixed contract price, a pre-agreed 

construction time and a fully comprehensive specifications 

schedule so there are no hidden extras or surprises. 

For your added peace of mind, all franchisees carry 

comprehensive insurances – we leave nothing to chance.

Easy and flexible: You can be totally involved with 

all major decisions and material selections, or you can 

leave everything up to us and just pick up the keys 

when your home is finished.

We’ll come to you: During the planning stage,  

we’re happy to come and see you after hours at your 

place so there’s no disruption to your work schedule.

Two day quotation: Once you have decided on the 

design of your home, your G.J. Gardner franchise can 

usually provide a comprehensive quotation within  

48 hours.

Better value: We have excellent relationships 

with some of New Zealand’s most respected building 

materials suppliers. We are the country’s largest 

residential building group and are able to purchase 

materials and fittings at a more favourable rate, 

passing the savings on to you. 

Proven certainty: Your local franchise will provide 

a fixed contract price including everything you’d expect  

(some builders regard excavations, drainage, tiling and 

other items as “extras” or allow only minimal sums). 

All-inclusive: The local franchise will provide a 

specification covering every detail of the items in your 

home, including any extras you require such as a fire 

sprinkler system or landscaping.

MORE NEW ZEALANDERS TRUST G.J. GARDNER TO BUILD THEIR HOMES THAN ANY 

OTHER BUILDING COMPANY, YEAR AFTER YEAR

Your building contract will be with your local  

G.J. Gardner Homes franchise who will be 

responsible for building your new home as agreed 

with you.

Your G.J. Gardner Homes franchise is locally owned  

and operated, making them part of your community 

and providing you with direct access to the owner 

of the business which is responsible for building 

your home.

Most importantly, we understand that you have 

unique requirements when building a home. Your 

local franchise will work with you to design and 

build a home that suits your lifestyle and your needs.

WHEN WE MAKE PROMISES, WE KEEP THEM

No surprises: The G.J. Gardner Homes system 

ensures that you are provided with precise details 

of every aspect of your project – detailed plans, 

comprehensive specifications, and a reliable schedule 

for completion of your home. We leave nothing out. 

Ready for the future: Your G.J. Gardner home will 

incorporate design concepts, materials and technology 

that will not only ensure lasting durability, but that 

your home is also environmentally appropriate, energy 

efficient and “future-proofed”.

Reliable back up: G.J. Gardner franchises operate 

highly structured business organisations with proven 

systems and back-up to manage the construction of 

your home in an orderly, professional manner.  

Greater experience: Our people have vast 

experience in helping turn rough ideas into something 

great that’s workable and cost-effective. We’re happy 

to take the time to help you plan whatever you want 

within your budget. 

Building long distance:  If you’re planning to  

build in another town or city far away from where  

you  presently live, your local G.J. Gardner franchise 

can co-ordinate everything on your behalf with  

the G.J. Gardner franchise in the town where you’re 

building, so you can avoid unnecessary travel.

MIKE AND REBECCA ARE  

VERY CLEAR ABOUT WHY  

THEY CHOSE G.J. GARDNER  

HOMES TO BUILD THEIR 

ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGNED 

LIFESTYLE RETREAT
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DESIGNS THAT WORK 
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What makes us different, however, is that our plans don’t 

just look good on paper. They work incredibly well in 

practice, designed to maximise living spaces and optimise 

living flow:

  Designs that take maximum advantage of sun and 

location to achieve seamless indoor-outdoor flow. 

  Layouts that combine open plan living but with 

separate spaces that allow adults and children to  

enjoy independence and privacy when needed. 

  Special entertainment areas where the family can  

enjoy big screen TV and surround sound music 

technology without disturbing others. 

  G.J. Gardner plans take account of different lifestyles 

and provide flexibility to adapt as family needs and 

circumstances change. 

G.J. Gardner plans give you real flexibility  

because they are designed using a system 

that allows them to be easily modified, 

without incurring huge expense. 

For example, you may want a purpose- 

designed home theatre room or a larger 

garage to accommodate a boat. 

In most cases, designs can be modified 

for little cost. Major deviations may incur 

additional expense.

We can also design a new home for you 

from scratch.  Just bring us your ideas, 

sketches or magazine cut outs and we’ll 

work with you to come up with the 

perfect solution.

Also, if there’s a particular architect you’d  

like to use, we’re happy to work with 

them as well. Our experience can often 

help ensure that the design you commit  

to works in New Zealand’s conditions 

and is not a ‘high-risk building envelope’. 

We want to make sure you get the 

home you want and not a disappointing 

compromise. 

Happy customers and word of mouth 

have helped us become New Zealand’s 

most successful home builders, so your 

satisfaction is just as important to us  

as it is to you.

LIKE MANY BUILDERS, G.J. GARDNER HAS AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF HOME PLANS TO  

SUIT ALL KINDS OF FAMILIES AND LIFESTYLES

NEW ZEALAND’S MOST POPULAR 

CONTEMPORARY PLANS

Wherever you’re planning to build, there’s a G.J. Gardner 

home design that will blend perfectly with your local 

environment. Our plans are specifically designed to suit 

New Zealand’s landscapes and climate, so your home  

will always look at home in its surroundings.

G.J. Gardner concept plans are categorised into a series  

of collections, grouping homes according to style,  

size, number of bedrooms, layout, exterior finish and 

other variables. The plans are available throughout the  

G.J. Gardner Homes network, or can be viewed at  

www.gjgardner.co.nz

YOUR G.J. GARDNER HOME CAN  

BE ANYTHING YOU WANT

www.gjgardner.co.nz

DESIGNS THAT WORK 
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In this example, the home features a gable end,  

concrete tile roof at a 25 degree pitch with standard 

soffit. This design is very popular and, with the  

addition of the split gable, very modern. Often used  

in country settings with varying pitch roofs to  

create the “classic contemporary” style.

In this example, the home features the popular 

hip roof at a 25 degree pitch in a steel tile with a 

standard soffit. This is an enduring classic design 

that performs well in New Zealand weather 

conditions and represents excellent value.

In this example, the plan has the “mono”  

pitch roof design. An old classic finding 

renewed popularity in beach settings and  

now migrating to suburban areas.

DIFFERENT
THESE THREE G.J. GARDNER HOMES 

LOOK QUITE DIFFERENT, BUT THE 

FLOOR PLAN IS IDENTICAL

THE G.J. GARDNER DESIGN  

SYSTEM ALLOWS YOU TO CHANGE 

ROOFLINES AND THE OVERALL 

PROFILE OF YOUR HOME TO SUIT 

THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH 

YOU’RE BUILDING

DIFFERENT SHAPES AND PROFILES  
FROM THE SAME FLOOR PLANDIFFER

8
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DIFFERENT COLOURS, 
TEXTURES AND FINISHES  
ON THE SAME DESIGN

Once you have decided on the floor plan, style and 

overall profile of your G.J. Gardner home, the next 

step is to choose materials, colours and finishes.

As overall project managers, we will advise you 

throughout this process and will also provide a  

colour consultant to help you with your decisions.

Every home is different, every person and family 

unique. We like to work with you to achieve  

your ideal.

In terms of material selection, our experience is  

that the things that work best are the ones that  

have been proven over time. We have preferred 

choices, but you are still absolutely free to make  

your own decisions.

We will advise you on materials, fixtures and fittings, 

and will give you an honest, objective appraisal  

of their performance based on our experience 

throughout the G.J. Gardner Homes network. 

This home features a long run roof with a sponge 
plaster finish. The chimney is clad with schist.

An example of the same home clad in classic  
clay brick with a concrete tile roof.

A different option is seen here with a light coloured  
concrete tile roof and a sponge plaster finish.

A long run roof, weatherboard cladding and a 
sponge plaster finish chimney creates another look.

G.J. Gardner Homes are acknowledged for  

their innovative design concepts. Our  

designers are continually coming up with 

fresh ideas, and our engineers and quantity 

surveyors developing more effective  

building systems. 

Design innovation is just one further reason 

why more people build with G.J. Gardner 

Homes every year than any other builder.

DIFFERENT
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BUILDING PROCESS

FOUNDATIONS
1–2 weeks

FRAMING
1–2 weeks

CLOSE-IN
3–4 weeks

FINISH INTERIORS
3–4 weeks

FINAL TOUCHES
3–4 weeks

T
H

E

MOVE IN 

BUILDING YOUR NEW HOME WITH G.J. GARDNER 
COULD TAKE LESS TIME THAN YOU THINK

10
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BUILDING PROCESS

TIMING: In many cases, we can complete a home (once the permit has been issued) within 12 to 14 weeks, depending on the size and style of home and the nature of  
your section. The timings shown on these photos are indicative and are based on a single level home sited on a flat section where minimal excavation is required.

1. BRING US YOUR WISH LIST

Our people have vast experience in helping turn your  

best ideas into something great that’s workable and 

cost effective. They will be happy to take the time  

to help you plan whatever you want.

2. YOUR SECTION

The local franchise team will check it out so you 

know what’s possible taking into account location, 

layout, aspect to sun, consents, building regulations 

and other issues. If you don’t have a section, we can 

often help you find one through our close contact 

with real estate agents and developers in the area.

3. DECIDE THE KIND OF HOME YOU WANT  

The great thing about the G.J. Gardner Homes range 

of contemporary plans is that they can be simply 

adapted and modified without great expense. Many of  

the G.J. Gardner homes that have been built are based  

on these plans. In addition to these, we often build 

from designs created elsewhere and can also assist in 

developing plans from rough concept scribbles.

 4. PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND QUOTES

The G.J. Gardner system ensures that you are 

provided with precise details of every aspect of 

your project – detailed plans, fully comprehensive 

specifications of all products and materials to be  

used, and a fixed-price quotation for completing  

the home. We leave nothing out.

5. FINANCE, CONTRACTS AND PAPERWORK

The local franchise team will be happy to liaise with 

your lawyers, bankers and other advisors to ensure all 

these issues are dealt with in the most professional 

manner possible.

WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND BY GUIDING YOU THROUGH THE 

PROCESS STEP-BY-STEP

6. PERMITS AND CONSENTS

Our franchise teams deal with councils and building 

authorities every day and can take charge of all the 

paperwork to help with prompt approvals.   

7. FOUNDATIONS

The most popular foundation is a solid concrete pad,  

but sometimes piling, poles or a split foundation may 

be necessary depending on the contour of the section.  

Sometimes a geotechnical report may be required  

to ascertain the stability of the land. The local  

franchise team will manage all these technicalities  

on your behalf. 

8. FRAMING

Each piece of timber used in our framing is tested for 

strength and load bearing capacity. The timber is kiln-

dried so it is less likely to shrink or twist over time. 

9. EXTERIOR COMPLETED

Known as “lock-up” or “close-in”, this is when the 

roof and exterior walls of a home are completed with 

windows and exterior doors fitted. 

10. FINISH INTERIORS

The GIB® plasterboard linings are installed along with 

trims, doors etc. 

11. FINAL TOUCHES

Tiling, painting, bathroom and kitchen cabinets, light 

fittings, plumbing, electrical fittings and floor 

coverings are all completed and the home undergoes  

a final inspection by a local Construction Supervisor to 

ensure that your home is built to G.J. Gardner Homes’ 

exacting standards.

FRAMING
1–2 weeks

FINISH INTERIORS
3–4 weeks

MOVE IN 
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Having built three new homes 

over the past few years,  

they reckon their experience 

with G.J. Gardner Homes  

was “fantastic” and the home 

they built is “exactly what 

we wanted… just the way we 

want to live”.

After buying a 10-acre 

vineyard lifestyle property, 

Stewart and Shirley 

approached an architect with 

a rough concept plan they  

had drawn up themselves.

“To be fair, the architect was 

really good about it,” says 

Stewart. “We had a fixed 

budget and he basically said 

he couldn’t achieve what we 

wanted for the kind of money 

we had, and recommended 

we look at a group housing 

company.

“We did the rounds and  

went to see four different 

companies and, in the end,  

G.J. Gardner Homes stood 

out. They were more 

empathetic to our ideas,  

more helpful and better  

to deal with all round.

“They took our design, then 

made some suggestions 

and alterations so that we 

could achieve what we 

wanted within the budget. 

In retrospect, all of their 

recommendations were 

positive ones and the  

layout works better now  

than it would have if we 

hadn’t made the changes.

“We’re delighted with the 

place and wouldn’t change a 

thing. Someone approached 

us recently and made an offer 

for the property which was 

significantly more than it cost  

us. But at the moment, we’re 

extremely happy to stay here.” 

“Just the way  
 we want to live.”

NO STRANGERS TO  

THE BUILDING PROCESS, 

MATAKANA COUPLE  

STEWART AND SHIRLEY RATE 

G.J. GARDNER HOMES AS  

THE “MOST ORGANISED AND 

BEST VALUE BUILDERS WE’VE 

EVER WORKED WITH”
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IT’S NATURAL TO WANT TO COMPARE DIFFERENT BUILDERS QUOTES SO YOU CAN  

BE SURE YOU’RE GETTING GOOD VALUE

AT G.J. GARDNER HOMES  

WE WELCOME COMPARISONS

They say that “the devil is in the detail”,  

so make sure you have the information  

that could help you avoid disappointment 

or disaster when building your new home.

Some builders may quote a cheaper price 

for a similar sized home by leaving out  

so-called “extras” which G.J. Gardner 

include as standard. 

Sometimes, little things are overlooked  

and a cheaper price at the start becomes 

very expensive later on.

Here are just some examples of 

questions you should ask any builder 

you’re considering using.  

WE INVITE 
COMPARISONS

ARM YOURSELF WITH THIS CHECKLIST  

AND KNOW ALL THE RIGHT QUESTIONS 

In the interest of comparing ‘apples with apples’, we have published a checklist to help 

you. If you don’t already have one, call your local G.J. Gardner office and we’ll get a  

copy over to you, or you can download a pdf from our website: www.gjgardner.co.nz

  The square metre area of a home can be measured in  

different ways. Is the builder using a method that represents  

a true reflection of the living space in your finished home?

  Will the builder’s contract include a fixed contract price and 

an agreed completion date? 

  Will the contract include “liquidated damages” if your builder 

takes too long?  

“Liquidated damages” assists with any possible extra costs you  

may incur if your home isn’t completed on the agreed date.

  Are foundation design costs covered?  

Some builders often treat these as extras.

  Are water and power connected at the site?  

Is drainage included? 

Some builders do not include connection to vital services  

or drainage within their quotes. 

  Will the builder’s contract or quote include any provisional 

sums (PS sums) and do you understand what they are for?

  Does the builder have a dedicated construction coordinator 

who will personally manage all sub-trades on your site,  

keep you informed of progress and answer any questions  

you may have? 

  Does the builder have a structured business with the systems 

and back-up to manage the construction of your home in an 

orderly, professional manner? 

COMPARING  
APPLES WITH APPLES
BUILDER CHECKLIST

GJG0027_Apples_Checklist_11-05-10.indd   1 19/05/10   9:02 AM
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Brett and Greer wanted to try 

building a house and having 

already lived on a large site 

in Riverhead, wanted to stay 

in a rural area. They found a 

section in Kumeu nestled in 

green fields and tucked away 

from the main road.

“We didn’t have a floor plan, 

but I was definite about what  

I wanted – dark stained bricks,  

a covered outdoor seating area,  

an ensuite for my daughter’s 

room and a big kitchen, 

which was one of the most 

important parts of the house.

“We are ‘stuff’ people, so  

we wanted lots of storage, 

a large scullery with open 

shelving, a special cupboard  

in the laundry for our two 

small dogs to sleep without 

being startled by rural  

sounds, and dining, living 

and outdoor living areas with 

access for summer living.

“G.J. Gardner worked on a 

design for an airy and open  

family home and we loved it. 

“We tried to make every 

dollar count and with 

G.J. Gardner it was really 

simple. G.J. Gardner include 

things like PS Sums - these 

are unknown amounts that 

can crop up right through the 

build - and they lay everything 

out for you right from day  

one and what you want to 

spend is what you spend, with 

no hidden extras or surprises. 

We knew what was going to 

happen, when it was going  

to be finished and didn’t  

even need to be there at all.

“Our new home is very 

beautiful – we’re very happy. 

It’s filled with the things we  

love and is a peaceful and 

casual lifestyle, and has 

become a lovely rural retreat 

for family and friends.”

“With GJ’s
building a

home is easy.”

“ WE KNEW WHAT WE WANTED 

TO SPEND IS WHAT WE WOULD 

SPEND... WE KNEW WHAT WAS 

GOING TO HAPPEN, WHEN IT WAS  

GOING TO BE FINISHED AND 

DIDN’T EVEN NEED TO BE THERE”
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PERFORMANCE COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE 
WARRANTY  

BACKED BY  

NEW ZEALAND’S 

MOST RESPECTED 

MANUFACTURERS

We have excellent relationships 

with some of the most reputable 

building materials suppliers.  

Listed below are just a few of  

the companies we deal with.

AT G.J. GARDNER HOMES WE NEVER PUT OUR 

REPUTATION, OR YOUR HOME, AT RISK BY USING  

SUB-STANDARD MATERIALS OR BUILDING PRACTICES

Our 5 Star Performance Warranty is designed to give you the utmost 
in peace of mind throughout the building process and is backed by 
independent Completion Guarantee Insurance and product warranties.

The full warranty includes:

1. CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Your local consultant will work with you to ensure we build the home you 
want, within your budget, at an agreed price. 

Your G.J. Gardner Homes franchise will remain in regular contact with you 
throughout the entire process. 

You will be invited to attend an agreed series of on-site client meetings 
(additional to our own quality control checks) ensuring you are fully 
informed during all phases of construction. 

2. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 
All structural components of our homes come from leading manufacturers, 
whose products comply stringently with the building codes, ensuring all 
durability requirements are adhered to. 

3. PRODUCT PERFORMANCE 
Our G.J. Gardner Homes franchises use only high quality, proven  
construction materials and products from New Zealand’s most reputable 
manufacturers and suppliers. Products used in your home will provide 
dependable performance. 

4. ACCOUNTABILITY 
Each G.J. Gardner Homes franchise is locally owned and operated providing 
you direct access to the owner of the business which is responsible  
for building your new home. Your building contract is with your local  
G.J. Gardner Homes franchisee.

5. INSURANCE 
All G.J. Gardner Homes franchisees carry Public Liability insurance for your  
protection.  In addition every G.J. Gardner home built is specifically insured  
by an independent party providing cover on your home that includes:

 Loss of Deposit insurance

 Completion insurance, which provides assistance to complete your home 
should the builder be unable to

 Insurance covering defects in materials, workmanship and structural 
performance

The final assurance you can have is this simple fact: 

MORE NEW ZEALANDERS TRUST G.J. GARDNER TO BUILD THEIR 
HOMES THAN ANY OTHER BUILDER.

 Please note that the Five Star Performance Warranty is given to you by your local G.J. Gardner 
Homes franchisee. Each G.J. Gardner Homes franchise is an independently owned business.

“G.J. Gardner worked on a 

design for an airy and open  

family home and we loved it. 

“We tried to make every 

dollar count and with 

G.J. Gardner it was really 

simple. G.J. Gardner include 

things like PS Sums - these 

are unknown amounts that 

can crop up right through the 

build - and they lay everything 

out for you right from day  

one and what you want to 

spend is what you spend, with 

no hidden extras or surprises. 

We knew what was going to 

happen, when it was going  

to be finished and didn’t  

even need to be there at all.

“Our new home is very 

beautiful – we’re very happy. 

It’s filled with the things we  

love and is a peaceful and 

casual lifestyle, and has 

become a lovely rural retreat 

for family and friends.”

“ WE KNEW WHAT WE WANTED 

TO SPEND IS WHAT WE WOULD 

SPEND... WE KNEW WHAT WAS 

GOING TO HAPPEN, WHEN IT WAS  

GOING TO BE FINISHED AND 

DIDN’T EVEN NEED TO BE THERE”
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> 0800 42 45 46  > www.gjgardner.co.nz 
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